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Next stop, red-hot Western romance! Stephen walked away from love when a 100 years of ranching

was on the line. Underneath a glib exterior, the second eldest of the hardcore McLemore brothers is

private, cutthroat, and controlling. Years of sacrifice have taken a toll, but he never forgot the girl of

his dreams.A stormy reunion brings Jillian mouth-to-mouth with the cowboy who broke her heart.

Lip-locked and up against Stephen's hard body rekindles more than a spark.But Jillian refuses to

give into temptation and informs McLemore (and herself), she's moved on. As a dance studio

owner, Jill found her footing.Entangled within the town gossip mill and family drama, Stephen and

Jillian's verbal sparring turns up the heat. After a round of dirty dancing, their mutual attraction fully

ignites.In the midst of rediscovering how sweet love tastes, life throws a curveball into Stephen's

plans. Hollywood comes knocking on Jillian's door with an offer to star in a reality TV dance show.

Her once in a lifetime opportunity might be this bad boy's undoing. Called to be the man she needs,

Stephen makes the ultimate sacrifice and it cuts deep.In a whirlwind, Jillian must decide if all that

glitters is gold. Is fame what she hungers for when a Harley-riding rancher has all the right

moves?Humor infused, Her Forever Cowboy is a poignant second-chance love story that explores

the depth of forgiveness and sacrifice, loyalty and trust.Note previously titled: The Cowboy Rode a

Harley
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3-3.5 starsThis was a good story. I liked Gillian and Stephen and liked seeing them get together.

This is the first story I've read by this author and it was good enough that I'll consider trying more of

her work in the future.Gillian is a dancer that owns her own dance studio. She loves teaching dance

and living in her hometown so she never went off to the city to try to make a go of her dancing.

Gillian's parents died but she's still very close with her grandparents and her brother (who she's

roommates with).Stephen is part owner of the family ranch with his brothers. His future on the ranch

has always been set out for him and there wasn't much opportunity to change his fate. Stephen got

his heart broken years before and since then has lived the life of a man-whore, drinking and

screwing around with women that mean nothing to him.Stephen wakes up in a strange bed and

doesn't remember how he got there. He looks around and realizes he's in the bed with Lori, a

woman he sleep with occasionally. As he's trying to extract himself he realizes that there's another

woman in the bed, a redhead he doesn't recognize...at least at first. The woman ends up being his

friends younger sister who he hasn't seen in years. Gillian is now all grown up and looking hot and

hell and Stephen wants her even though he knows he shouldn't. They share a brief kiss before

parting ways but that one kiss changes everything for them. Stephen knows he shouldn't pursue

Gillian but he can't get her out of his mind. He can't help but want her and can't stand to think of

another man going after her. Gillian is attracted to Stephen and wants him but also knows he's a

man-whore and she's likely just to get herself hurt if she does anything with Stephen.To be honest,

the blurb kind of goers over most of the story. Most of the story deals with Gillian trying to figure out

if she can trust Stephen and whether they have something or not. Stephen isn't sure what he's

feeling but he's suddenly obsessed with Gillian and can't help these possessive and protective

feelings that are growing within him for her. There's some back and forth as they begin to see each

other and they're limited by the fact that they both are trying not to push things so they try to go with

the flow and it just stresses them both out about their relationship and where it's going. Of course,

there's the dance contest that coming up to deal with and there's also some issues with Gillian's

brother that make things more difficult as well. Overall I liked seeing Stephen and Gillian get

together but it was complicated by a short timeline, a lack of communication and external influences



that seem to be there just to cause trouble for the couple. Thankfully, things work out in the end and

Stephen and Gillian get set to start their HEA together.Overall this was an enjoyable story. I found

both Gillian and Stephen to be likable characters and I was happy to see them get together. The

story wasn't perfect and frustrated me at times but things worked out well and I ended the story

satisfied. I may go back and read book #1 in the series as I have it and am kind of curious. :)

This was a wild story of one woman (Gillian) who has a brother in a band who was going out of

control (booze n drugs) who finds someone handcuffed to her bed (Stephen). She starts to fall for

him but he is a "player". Never with the same woman for any length of time, never on a date with

any of them. There is the angst of her brother for her. Then his past is not so past. She has been

selected to appear on a reality type show for her dancing. Now is the time I will tell you to go ahead

and read this sweet story. There is hot sex to boot.

I really enjoyed the whole of this series of books, this is book 3 of the Bad Boys Series, this story is

about Stephen and Gillian. Stephen is a rascal, a dyed in the wool sex maniac, he's had more

women than you've probably had hot breakfasts.Until one mourning after a very bad night he wakes

up to discover his best friends sister Gillian has grown up and he falls for her in a bad way.There are

six books in total to the series, the books are set around a horse and cattle ranch family in Texas.

There are 5 brothers and one sister, The brothers are Miller, Matt, Brandon, Stephen and Rory and

a sister named Corith (Cory for short). You can't read one book without reading them all, because

there all interwoven. It's a great family saga, with lots and lots of love and great sex.I think Susan

Arden is a excellent writer, she knows how to weave a good wholesome story, I couldn't put the

books down..Do yourself a favour, buy the series you wont regret it, there not hard core, there just a

good story about a hard working close knit family, with some really great sex thrown in. You need to

purchase the whole of the Bad Boys Series.

THE COWBOY RODE A HARLEY was a Hot read. Those McLemore men are hotter than Texas.....I

loved this book that gave us Hot bad boy Stephen & sweet virgin Gillian. There is nothing like a bad

boy falling hard and changing his ways & for a sweet innocent going to the dark side. Life was not

so simple...throw in his womanizing past, her out of control rock star brother Haden, then throw in

Hollywood calling her to be a dance star. The sex scenes were just kept getting hotter and at some

point I wondered if my Kindle was going to melt. I loved how hard he tried, from dates, to flowers, to

gifts, to learning to dance so he could be her dance partner...loved it. I already bought Cory,



Stephens sister story to read next. If you like a bad boy/cowboy falls hard for a sweet girl book with

hot sex scenes then this is your kind of book. A sweet READ!

I grew up & still live in Texas. Cowboys were everywhere as I grew up. Dated a few, married a

drug-store one, divorced that one then found the love of my life (who is not a cowboy). I must say,

though that had I found one like Stephen I wouldn't have given him up so easily. That man is not

only HOT, he's a good man. He's tried so hard not to give in since he had a reputation with women

and since Gillian was his friend's little sister, but when he found himself obsessing over her he knew

he couldn't give her up.OMG - the chemistry between them is hot enough to blister to screen of my

Kindle!If you like HOT cowboys (and who doesn't?) get this book!

The Cowboy Rode a Harley was a fun read.When Gillian comes into contact with Stephen, she

knows she is in for a challenge. Stephen is not known for being dating material, if anything he is just

the opposite. Stephen sees Gillian as his younger sister's friend and is freaked out by the physical

reaction he is having by being in the same room as her.Can he convince her that he wants to date

her? Will Gillian trust that Stephen is willing to change his image for her or will he just love and leave

her?Take some time to get to know Gillian and Stephen. They are worth your time.
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